Can i:draw Help:

Interior Design Drawings:

CAD Conversions:

If you are a Designer, Architect, Developer or Trades Person,
i:draw can help you. If you are a Shop Owner, Small Business, or
Homeowner, i:draw can help you. Basically if you need any type
of CAD drawing produced then i:draw can help.

With a vast experience in the design office, we are able to turn
Clients ideas and aspirations into fully workable and buildable
designs, from Bathrooms to Kitchens, Boardrooms to Reception
Areas, Department Stores to one off Shops we have experience in
designing for all of them.

If you need CAD versions of drawings you have, then send them to
us and we can draw them up in Auto CAD and provide you with an
accurate CAD copy for you to adapt as necessary, add you design
or use for archive purposes. Again we can provide paper, DWG or
PDF files.

From layout plans to detailed construction drawings, full planning
applications to as-built drawings, black and white to full colour,
A0 to A4, DWG to PDF, i:draw can produce all of them. No job is
to small either, we can produce a one off A4 drawing right up to a
full drawing package for an office fit-out.

We can take hand drawn sketches or designs that you have
produced and turn them into professional accurate and high
quality CAD versions for you to present to your clients or
customers. These can be in full colour or just black and white.

So if you need i:draw’s help then contact i:draw on any of the
numbers or addresses below to discuss your requirements.

We can turn your ideas and thoughts into easy to understand
working drawings.

Technical CAD Drawings:
Having a background in the workshop and on site, we have an unrivaled technical and practical knowledge of how things should
look and how things are put together.
Having worked as a Bench Joiner, Fitter, Draftsman and Contracts
Manager, i:draw have an unparalleled insight into all the
processes that go into producing accurate, practical and buildable
drawings.

CAD Drawing Service:
i:draw can produce high quality and accurate CAD drawings for;
Planning or Building Regulation applications, layout drawings for
commercial or domestic clients, shop or retail outlet designs and
plans, office layouts and space planning.
We can carry out a site survey, produce an accurate existing
plan, then provide you with a full design service as well, or
perhaps you are thinking about what potential your property may
have, if so let i:draw provide you with some advice or provide
concept or feasibility drawings.

Space Planning:
If you are looking for more space or moving to different
premises, i:draw can space plan your office so you can get
the maximum working space along with integrated storage
and rest facilities.

“Excellent drawings and great service once again,
thanks Chris.”
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Site Surveys:
i:draw can carry out a full site survey and produce a full set of
building plans showing all existing services including lighting,
small power, air-conditioning, ceiling and floor grids and exterior
elevations.
These can then be used a basis for producing a concept or
feasibility drawing or a full blown drawing package for a full
office or building fit-out.
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As Built Drawings:

Architectural Technician Services:

i:draw can produce high quality ‘As Fitted’ or ‘As Built’ drawings
for a number of disciplines; Electrical, Mechanical, Plumbing,
Data installations and Alarm companies. We can either supply
paper copies, DWG or PDF files.

i:draw can work alongside Architects and Designers in the role of
Architectural Technician producing full working drawings, Door
Schedules, Ironmongery Schedules, Finishes Schedules and
coordinating services, issuing drawing packages to contractors and
sub contractors. We can also produce working drawings and
details of specialist joinery or furniture items. Finally we can
produce a full set of Operation and Maintenance Manuals or discs.

“Top class drawings and turned around in record
time yet again!”
Richard Worrell – Visuali-s.
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i:draw are a professional CAD drawing company based in
Bournemouth. We can offer a fast and reliable service. Producing
high quality and accurate CAD drawings, for Designers, Architects
and Contractors.
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“Very happy thanks, you will get all my work in the
future, definitely.”

With over 25 years in the Interiors industry i:draw have vast
experience in all aspects of the interior fit-out business.

John Painter – Datalan Installations Ltd.
Operation and Maintenance Manuals:
There is a growing need to produce O&M Manuals for relatively
small jobs; a task that can seem daunting when faced with a
complicated Operation & Maintenance Manual specification and
little time build a manual around it. Well, there is a cheap and
efficient solution. We are used to quickly compiling O&M Manuals
to meet your client's needs. This means that you can wash your
hands of the whole process and know that we will produce
professional O&M Manuals on your behalf that will reflect well on
your company long after you've left site.
All i:draw need to produce your Operation and Maintenance
Manuals is a list of suppliers and sub-contractors and materials
used we can compile a full set of manuals in hard copy and
electronic format.

“Thankyou Chris, These are some of the best
drawings I have received.”
Rick Hawkins – Property Project Solutions Ltd

t: 07946 345686
e: idrawcad@hotmail.co.uk
w: www.idcad.co.uk
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